The article explores methodological (hermeneutical) problems of reconstruction of the information complex and unique linguocultural parameters of M. Shishkin's "Calligraphy Lesson" within the interlinguistic translation. The language and cultural features of the text created on the basis of leading postmodernism principles and devices, such as pastiche and deconstruction, together with the use of estranging considered as a method for the text arrangement and as a universal artistic law, reflect the author's individual style and dictate a necessity to combine culturally orientated strategies according to the literary translation tasks and purposes. A special attention is given to the literary translation units' identification, concerning which the translator makes their decisions, as well as to
literature in the most accurate way possible (Goriunova, 2012) .
A clear evidence for the "strength" of literary texts is their continuous large re-edition, inclusion in mandatory academic programs of different levels and also in their active part in crosscultural exchange and cooperation. Moreover, the "strength" can quite demonstratively be proved by a high degree of its re-interpretivity, i.e. by its translatability and translatedness, achieved through the performance of both "original" linguistic means and other linguistic or non-linguistic semiotic systems, which is in line with the intralinguistic, interlinguistic and intersemiotic types of translation according to Jacobson's classification (Jacobson, 1959) .
In this respect, in must be also noted, that in certain circumstances together with the "strong" texts constituting the artistic heritage left by literary masters, the attention of readers, critics as well as philologists can retrospectively be targeted by earlier and, thus, less famous texts. Such return to "forgotten" texts is particularly reasoned by their authors' recognition. Like famous texts written by significant names in the culture and literature their earlier texts become objecsts of translation in cross-cultural and interlinguistic senses.
As the first published literary work by M. Shishkin (1993) , the story "Calligraphy Lesson" has become a preview for his further works. The next 20 years of Shishkin's artistic career proved, that his first story was a "model of Shishkin's literature which clearly demonstrated the process of its decomposition on writing atoms, i.e. letters and symbols" (Orobii, 2011: 25) . At that, it should be noted, that the publication of "Lesson" in the journal "Znamya" (lit. -"The Banner") has not gone unnoticed: the story went straight in the focus of literary critics (Mikheev, 1993; Shokhina, 1993) . The career significance of the first work is also evident from the fact that his story collections translated into foreign languages appeared under the title "Calligraphy Lesson". (Ingemasson, 2011) .
Being familiar to the reader, characters of the Russian classical texts, whose names receive an important precedent status in "Lesson", and also those characters which are created by the author on their basis (anthroponomical blending)
are given new features through the pastiche.
In the story's structure equally important role is played by another artistic approach, i.e. keep their attention on the object described in the text, to perceive it emotionally, comprehend and then live through it. Defamiliarization implies creation of a specific perception and vision of the object which do not explain its meaning directly, but give an opportunity to concentrate the attention deliberately, increasing the length and complication in perception of the described object by the reader. "The image is aimed not at approximation of its meaning to our understanding, but at creating of a specific perception of the objects; at developing of its "vision" and not "familiarization" (Shklovskii, 1983: 20) . This artistic device culminates in The image is created among the whole space of complex poetic structure of the story through the blending of different explicit and implicit means.
Nevertheless, this image can methodologically be defined as a separate unit of literary translation regarding which the translator makes the decision (Razumovskaya, 2013; Razumovskaya, 2014) . 
